
#

96

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6017 309 N/A N/A 34 10 1/4 25 7.53 4.67 104" 30

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

NT, 1T, 2T
DOB (Age)

12-28-1989 (27)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Nuttle, Michael

TEAM

Philadelphia Eagles13-3rd-PHI

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Louisiana State (LAST)

Prospect (Last, First)

Logan, Bennie

2015: @ ATL 9/14, @ WAS 10/4, @ CAR 10/25, @ DAL 11/8, @ DET 11/26

26
Winning %

57%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2013 - 8th on team in sacks (2), 13th in tkls (31); 2014 - t-6th on team in FF (1), 8th in tkls 

(57); 2015 - 9th on team in tkls (57), t-8th in sacks (1)

A 3rd year NT who has started 38 of 46 career games including starting and playing in 14 games in 2015, his 3rd

season in Bill Davis’ base 3-4 defense. Used primarily as a 0T Nose tackle while seeing snaps at both 1T and 2T

where he was charged with both 1 and 2 gap responsibility. Missed the last two weeks of the season due to a left

calf strain. Has solid height and good weight along with good arm length and hand size and possesses adequate

athletic ability, explosiveness, quickness and agility as well as good balance. Good vs the run, comes out of 3 point

stance with good pad level, good ability to diagnose the run and match angles of blockers, has good UOH and hand

placement to control C/OG vs Zone and Gap runs, leverages the ball carrier from both a 1 and 2 gap responsibility

and funnels the RB into a teammate. Vs Zone run, uses good pad level and play strength to push blocker back

forcing runner to cut up, processes cut by the runner quickly, and does a solid job to extend his arms and use

momentum of OL moving to shed the blocker and make the tackle. As a pass rusher, has a good ability to get his

hands on the inside of the breast plate of the C/OG and uses good pad level to have lower leverage on his bull rush

to create solid push on the OL to collapse the pocket. Good physical toughness, willing to take on any size or skill

level of player physically at any time in the game. Adequate upfield burst, displays an adequate ability to get off

quickly at the snap of the ball and will chop his feet and limit his explosiveness and the amount of ground he can

cover within his first three steps. Adequate pass rushing overall, has a predictable pass rush plan as he goes to the

bull rush a majority of the time, on limited attempts showed a marginal ability to perform a rip, swim, or club

move to get pass the C/OG, and has an adequate ability to close on the QB in a quick manner once getting past the

OL. Marginal pursuit, adequate effort and desire to get after a ball carrier that is not within his gap, has a marginal

ability to take proper angles on ball carriers, and has marginal range due to lack of effort, adequate quickness and

adequate explosiveness. Adequate competitive toughness and mental toughness, did not show any extra

concerted effort to make a play in key moments of the game and gives inconsistent effort play in and play out

including lazy pass rush attempts on stunts and twists and giving up on plays that are run away from him. Overall,

a starting Nose Tackle you can win with in a base 3-4 capable of playing the 1 tech in a 4-3 defense. Defends well

against both Zone and Power runs. Does not get consistent pressure on the QB as a pass rusher.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

46
Games Started

38
Games Won

Inconsistent Effort, Pursuit, Predictable Pass Rush Plan

PROJECTION A starting Nose Tackle you can win with in a base 3-4 capable of playing the 1 tech in a 4-3 

defense. Defends well against both Zone and Power runs. Does not get consistent pressure on 

the QB as a pass rusher. 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Gap Integrity/Leveraging Gap, Shedding Blockers, Play Strength

WORST

NT

A base 3-4 defense that allows the Nose Tackle to handle both a 1 and 2 gap responsibility. 

2013 - Neck: Probable week 13; 2014 - Pectoral: Probable week 15; 2015 - Knee: Probable 

week 14, 15, Left Calf Strain: IR week 16, 17;

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


